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Abstract
Automatic nonlinear-system identification is very useful for various disciplines including, e.g., automatic control,
mechanical diagnostics and financial market prediction. This paper describes a fully automatic structural and weight
learning method for recurrent neural networks (RNN). The basic idea is training with residuals, i.e., a single hidden
neuron RNN is trained to track the residuals of an existing network before it is augmented to the existing network to
form a larger and, hopefully, better network. The network continues to grow until either a desired level of accuracy or a
preset maximal number of neurons is reached. The method requires no guessing of initial weight values or the number
of neurons in the hidden layer from users. This new structural and weight learning algorithm is used to find RNN
models for a two-degree-of-freedom planar robot, a Van der Pol oscillator and a Mackey–Glass equation using their
simulated responses to excitations. The algorithm is able to find good RNN models in all three cases. Ó 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Neural networks (NN) are well suited for nonlinear modeling in applications such as control
and model-based diagnostics [1,2]. It is clearly feasible to construct fast, parallel devices to im-
plement these models for real-time applications. The class of models is universal in the sense that
essentially any function can be implemented to any desired degree of accuracy by a suciency
large network [3,4]. Another salient characteristic of a NN is its use of novel classes of nonlinear
models. It is essential to make the basic model nonlinear, because in that way, the linear systems
are the special case. The other way around, there is no satisfactory way to generalize linear
systems to any broad range of nonlinear cases.
Because of these marked characteristics, NNs have been accepted by many researchers with
great enthusiasm. Unfortunately, many researchers are experimenting with currently available
NN training techniques without the aid of automatic schemes that guide their application and
provide guarantees about their results. Their utility is being explored in a highly experimental
fashion, several dierent network architectures are examined to see which produces the best
performance, the networks are tinkered with, dierent initial values are tried, etc.
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Despite the apparent needs in establishing more automatic schemes, the application of NNs is
being taken up by many researchers with great enthusiasm. Results reported by most researchers
are usually very dicult to be consistently reproduced because the researcher has to be part of the
loop to make his or her scheme work for a given case. More often than not, a system based on a
neural net model, which frequently was costly obtained after numerous trial-and-errors by the
researcher, fails to respond to changes of the environment because the part that is supposed to
update the neural net model breaks down, while the claim made is that the system is ‘‘intelligent’’
due to the inclusion of the neural net. Ironically, when a NN-based system is reported to work
well for a problem involving an ‘‘unknown’’ environment, such as an unknown plant in the case
of servo control, the researcher usually has learnt so much about the environment that he or she
knows exactly the type of the neuron, the number of hidden units and the initial values that
should be used.
The essential issues of system identification using NN models are explained follows:
1. Nonlinear models, such as NNs, can generate error surfaces with many local minima so that
the final parameter estimates strongly depend on initial estimates and the vagaries of training
experiences. There is no guarantee that the parameter estimates converge to globally optimal
parameters, convergence of any kind can take a considerable amount of training since essentially
only steepest descent and its variants have been used. More ecient and eective learning al-
gorithms for training NN model need to be investigated.
2. A perhaps more important aspect of system identification that is studied little is structural
learning. At minimum, structural learning involves the determination of number of layers and
hidden units. In practice, the researcher tends to be an essential part of the structure learning loop
as he or she experimentally searches for a network having enough, but not too many, hidden
units. Systematic methods for structural learning that can lend themselves to straightforward
machine implementation need to be developed.
This study will investigate the automatic modeling for the recurrent neutral nets (RNN) (as
opposed to feedforward, back-propagation or static NN). Although more dicult to train, RNNs
do have a few attractive properties such as attenuating noise by interacting with signals with their
own dynamics, having the ability to deal with time-varying input-output relationships through
their special temporal operation [1,2], and modeling a wide class of nonlinear dynamic systems
with a concise size [1,5,6]. Our goal is to establish practical and proven procedures that, given
measurements of inputs and outputs of a system, can identify a RNN model which behaves like
the system. This implies the identification of an appropriate structure including the number of
layers and neurons, and associated weight values.
To identify a near-optimal structure for a RNN model is usually the most dicult part in
acquiring such a model. Although many training methods have been proposed for weight learning
of NNs, little attention has been paid to structure learning. In general, people tackle the structural
learning of NNs in two ways, the constructive addition of neurons [7–10] or the pruning of un-
necessary neurons [11–13]. However, these works were limited to feedforward NNs. Though Chen
et al. [14] propose a structural learning method for RNNs, it is only good for binary sequences in
finite state automata. A structural learning method for general RNNs is still not available. Re-
cently, Tsoi and Tan [15] proposed a constructive algorithm for output-feedback type RNNs
based on radial basis functions. Instead of using the predetermined clusters such as those used in
the conventional radial basis function NN approach, they construct new neurons in the region
where the desired degree of accuracy is not yet obtained. Therefore, a point in the input space
might produce a response from more than one radial basis function.
This paper is organized as follows. The structure of a RNN is described in Section 2. Section 3
briefly presents the weight training algorithm that is based on the quasi-Newton method, the
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objective function and its gradient, and the initial guessing of weight values. Section 4 then dis-
cusses the structural learning algorithm for the RNN. Section 5 presents simulated and actual
modeling experiments. Section 6 is the conclusion.
2. Recurrent neural network models
A typical RNN is shown in Fig. 1. The notations are defined below:
where k is the time step.
The RNN consists of one hidden layer of nh nonlinear elements interconnected by means of a
weight matrix wh. Then ni inputs are mapped onto the nonlinear elements via a weight matrix
wi. (Note that the bias of a neuron is implemented as the weight of an additional unity input.
Therefore, ni is equal to the number of actual external inputs to the network plus one.) Similarly,
the output layer collects the outputs of the hidden layer and maps them onto no outputs via a
weight matrix wo. The input and output layers are static and perform linear branching and
summing, respectively, while the hidden layer provides the network with its dynamic behavior.
The ith hidden neuron can be described by a dierence equation
xik  1  cixik 
Xninh
j1
~wijzjk; 1
ok no  1 output vector of the output layer
yk nh  1 output vector of the hidden layer
wi nh  ni weight matrix in the input layer
wh nh  nh weight matrix in the hidden layer
wo no  nh weight matrix in the output layer
xk nh  1 state vector in the hidden layer
~uk niÿ1  1 actual external input vector
uk ni  1 extended input vector, uk  ~uk 1 
Fig. 1. The structure of RNN.
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where ci is a time constant
~wnhninh  winhni ;whnhnh
h i
; 2
z  u1; u2; . . . ; uni ; y1; y2; . . . ; ynh
 T
: 3
The ith output of the network is computed as
oik 
Xnh
j1
woij yjk; 4
where
yik  fi xk   1ÿ e
ÿxik
1 eÿxik : 5
3. Weight learning algorithm
Previously, Li and Yan [16] described a RNN learning algorithm which is based on the quasi-
Newton methods. The weight training algorithm employed the same learning algorithm in Li and
Yan [16]. It will be summarized briefly as follows to make this paper self-contained.
3.1. The objective function and its gradient
One of the possible objectives in modeling is to obtain a model that behaves similarly to the
actual system. Hence we chose to minimize an objective function of the sum of squared errors [17–
21]. Such an objective function could be defined as
J c;wiwh;wo
ÿ   1
2
XN
k1
Xno
m1
omk ÿ dmk2; 6
where dm denotes the desired output of the system. The dierence between the desired output, dm,
and the NN output, om, is the residual. Note that output of a NN is a function of its thresholds
and weights. So is the objective function.
Define w^ to be a vector containing all the elements belonging to weight matrices wi and wh
and similarly w to be a weight vector containing neuron time constants and all the elements
belonging to weight matrices wi, wh and wo. The gradient of the objective function consists of
its partial derivatives with respect to individual components of the w.
The partial derivatives of the objectives function with respect to its variables can be calculated
as follows [22–24],
oJ
owoij

XN
k1
oik ÿ dikyjk; 7
oJ
oci

XN
k1
Xno
m1
omk ÿ dmkwoml
oylk
oci
8
and
oJ
ow^ij

XN
k1
Xno
m1
omk ÿ dmkwoml
oylk
ow^ij
; 9
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where oylk=oci and oylk=ow^ij can be computed as
oylk
oci
 f 0l xlk  dlixlk
(
ÿ 1  cl
oxlk ÿ 1
oci

Xnh
p1
whlp
oypk ÿ 1
oci
)
; 10
oylk
ow^ij
 f 0l xlk  cl
oxlk ÿ 1
ow^ij
(

Xnh
p1
whlp
oypk ÿ 1
ow^ij
 dlizjk ÿ 1
)
11
with initial conditions
oxl0
oci
 0; oyl0
oci
 0; oxl0
ow^ij
 0 and oyl0
ow^ij
 0; 12
where f 0x denotes the derivative of f x with respect of x and dli the Kronecker delta.
3.2. Quasi-Newton method for training NN weights
The quasi-Newton method has been shown to be one of the most ecient gradient-based
methods for tuning weights of a RNN [16]. With an initial guess of weights, w0, the weights are
updated iteratively
wN1  wN  asN ; 13
where a is the step size along the line search direction sN in the weight space. The golden section
method is the line search method used to get a [22], the optimal value of a. The search direction
sN is provided by the BFGS quasi-Newton method [25–28].
sN  ÿHN gN ; 14
HN1  HN  1

 Dg
T
N HNDgN
DxTNDgN

DxNDxTN
DxTNDgN
ÿ DxNDg
T
N HN  HNDgNDxTN
DxTNDgN
 
; 15
where HN is the approximated inverse Hessian matrix at Nth iteration, gN the gradient at the Nth
iteration, DxN the dierence between xN and xNÿ1, and DgN the dierence between gN and gNÿ1.
Usually, H0  I, the identity matrix, at beginning and this makes the method equivalent to the
steepest descent method initially.
3.3. Selection of the initial weight values
According to the Eq. (4), for a single hidden NN, the output is
ok  wof xk; 16
where xk is given in Eq. (1) and wo is a scalar output weight. In this case, f , as defined in Eq. (5),
in a continuous function whose inverse exists. The foregoing equation can be written as follows:
fÿ1
ok
wo
 
 xk  cixik ÿ 1 
Xninh
j1
w^ijzjk ÿ 1: 17
Specifically, the inverse function is
x  ÿ ln 1ÿ y
1 y : 18
With a set of training data consisting of ok and u, and a chosen wo, Eq. (17) yields a system of
linear equation where w^ij and ci are unknowns. If the number of equations is larger than the
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number of unknowns, the unknowns can be determined using the least squares technique and
used as the initial weight values. If no a priori knowledge exists for the selection of wo, it is
normally chosen so that desired hidden neuron outputs, ok=wo, are in a range between ÿ0:5 and
0:5 to avoid saturation.
4. The structural earning
The basic idea behind the structure learning algorithm is training with residuals. The algorithm
takes an incremental approach in which a separate NN is trained to match the residuals of an
existing network, and subsequently augmented to the existing network to form a new and larger
network. The parameters of the new network are then further tuned by the aforementioned quasi-
Newton method. This process continues until a desired accuracy is reached, the number of hidden
neurons exceeds a preset limit or no significant improvement is seen.
The procedure is detailed below. First, weight training is carried out on an existing network so
that its output will approach the desired output of a training data. If the stopping criterion is not
met after a preset number of iterations, the weight training will stop. Assume that, at this mo-
ment, the network has nh hidden neurons and its input, hidden and output weights are wi, wh
and wo, respectively. Then, the incremental structural learning is started up by training the
weights of another network to track the residual of the existing network. (Here, we assume the
new network only has a single hidden neuron. While more hidden neurons can certainly be used,
using a single neuron simplified the coding and discussion.) Let us say, after weight training, this
NNs weights are wires, w
h
res and w
o
res . This network is then augmented to the previous one to form a
larger network with the augmented weights as
wiaug  w
i
wires
 
; 19
whaug  w
h 0
0 whres
 
; 20
woaug  wo;wores
 
: 21
Subsequently, weight training will be carried out on the augmented network to meet the stopping
criterion. If that cannot be accomplished within a preset number of iterations, another run of
structural learning will be carried out.
Since the weight training algorithm adjusts the new NN to track the residual, it is likely to
produce a new NN that focuses on the part that has not been picked up by the existing network.
Another benefit is from the lower complexity of the residuals. This translates to simpler learning
and higher success rate in learning.
The foregoing methods trains one hidden neuron at a time before it is augmented into an
existing RNN. The new neuron is trained without the benefit of being connected to existing
hidden neurons. This is dierent from how it is going to be used after the augmentation when
there are interconnections among hidden neurons. As illustrated in Fig. 2, this situation is cor-
rected by connecting the existing NNs output, which is the weighted sum of all the outputs of its
hidden neurons, to the new neuron. With the output from the existing NN as an additional input,
the new neuron’s input is ures  o; u . Therefore, the input weight wires consists of 2 parts, wo!i
which maps the existing net’s output o to the new hidden neuron and wiU which maps the external
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inputs to the new hidden neuron, i.e., wires  wo!i;wiU . Once the new neuron is trained, the
product of the input weight connecting the existing neural net output to the new neuron and the
output weights of the existing neural net become the initial weights connecting the existing hidden
neurons to the new neuron. Let us say after training, the new network has weights wires, w
h
res and
wores . Then, the augmented network has its initial weights as the following:
wiaug  w
i
w
i
U
 
; 22
whaug  w
h 0
wo!i  wo whres
 
; 23
woaug  wo; wores
 
: 24
5. Modeling experiments
The proposed algorithm was evaluated with dierent experiments. Three nonlinear systems
including a 2-link robot, Van der Pol oscillator and the Mackey–Glass equation are modeled from
their input/output data. In all the experiments the models are evaluated with their ability to
simulate, i.e., models generate responses solely from the inputs and no past samples of the actual
output are available to the model. This is dierent from and more dicult than, for example, the
one step ahead prediction model which is frequently used in control.
Fig. 2. The structural learning algorithm of RNN.
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5.1. Two-link robot
The governing equations of the robot are
D11h1  D12h2 ÿ D _h22  2 _h1 _h2  c1 _h1  D1  u1; 25
D12h1  D22h2  D _h21  c2 _h2  D2  u2; 26
where
D11  m1l21  m2l21  m2l22  2m2l1l2 cosh2; 27
D12  m2l22  m2l1l2 cosh2; 28
D22  m2l22; 29
D  m2l1l2 sinh2; 30
D1  m1  m2gl1 sinh1  m2gl2 sinh1  h2; 31
D2  m2gl2 sinh1  h2: 32
Subscripts 1 and 2 represent the first link and the second link, respectively, ui denotes the torque
applied to the ith joint, hi the angle of the ith joint, li the length of the ith link, ci the damping
coecient of the ithe link, and mi the mass of the ith link. The following values are used for
parameters in simulation: m1m2 1 kg, c1 c2 0.1 N m/s, l1 0.2 m, l2 0.1 m and
u1 u2ÿ0.7 Nm. The sampling interval is 0.1 s and 62 points are generated.
The first 31 points are used for training and the remaining points are used for testing. The
trained RNN needs three hidden neurons to satisfy the accuracy requirement (Previously, six
hidden neurons were arbitrarily chosen in Li and Yan [16]). The actual output of the RNN during
the training (between 0 and 3 s) and testing (between 3 and 6 s) and the corresponding desired
output are plotted in Fig. 3. The discrepancies are plotted in Fig. 4. The root mean square error is
7:44 10ÿ4 rad.
Fig. 3. The response of neural net and shoulder joint of the 2-link robot.
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5.2. Van der Pol oscillator
The governing equation of the Van der Pol oscillator is
d2y
dt2
 y2ÿ ÿ 1 dy
dt
 y  0: 33
This system exhibits a limit cycle behavior in phase plane [29]. 400 points are generated. The
first 200 points are used for training and the rest are for testing. Fig. 5 shows the generated data in
phase plane. Our method resulted an RNN of two hidden neurons. The actual output of the
trained RNN and the desired output are shown in Fig. 6 for comparison. The errors are plotted in
Fig. 7 and the root mean square error is 0.0694.
Fig. 4. The error of RNN for the shoulder joint of the 2-link robot.
Fig. 5. The phase plane teajectory of the Van der Pol oscillator.
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5.3. The Mackey–Glass equation [30]
The governing equation is
dyt
dt
 ayt ÿ r
1 y10t ÿ r ÿ byt: 34
A set of 500 points are generated for system identification using r  17, a  0:2 and b  0:1.
The past states before time instant 0 are assumed to be zero here though its not necessarily the
case. Half of the data are used for training and the others for testing. The output of the trained
RNN and the desired output are plotted in Fig. 8 and the errors are plotted in Fig. 9. It is clear
that good tracking is obtained except for the initial few points. The root mean square error is
0.01386.
Fig. 7. The error of RNN for the Van der Pol oscillator.
Fig. 6. The output of the Van der Pol oscillator and the RNN.
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6. Conclusions
A fully automated RNN structural and weight learning algorithm is developed. Its marked
characteristics include, providing a useful modeling technique in the sense that functions of a
number of classes can be approximated to very good accuracy, automatic selection of initial
weight values, automatic structural learning, excellent learning eciency and, frequently, a near
optimal convergence. Its eectiveness has been demonstrated by the identification of three dy-
namic systems of dierent natures from their input/output data. These systems are a simulated
vertical two-degree-of-freedom planar robot, a Van der Pol oscillator and the Mackey–Glass
equation. In all three cases, our algorithm quickly constructed an RNN model containing a small
number of hidden neurons, that exhibits very small discrepancy between its outputs and that of
the actual nonlinear dynamic system. When new data that have never been seen by the model
before is supplied, the models have also demonstrated good generalization capability.
Fig. 8. The output of the Mackney–Glass equation and the RNN.
Fig. 9. The error of RNN for the Mackney–Glass equation.
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